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ABSTRACT

Background and Objectives: A high prevalence of central auditory processing disorders has been reported in children with learning disabilities. One of the crucial auditory processing disorders in these children is a binaural processing problem. Binaural hearing leads to improved auditory performance in noisy situations. This research aims to develop an auditory training program based on binaural interaction at the brainstem level and to investigate its effect on the binaural listening skills of children with a specific learning disability.

Methods: After developing the rehabilitation program and determining its validity, this intervention study is conducted in three stages. The first stage includes baseline assessments, the second stage includes the implementation of rehabilitation intervention and the third stage consists of the re-implementation of the tests of the first stage once immediately after intervention and then once after 45 days of training. Masking level differences (MLD), Persian auditory recognition of words in noise (PARWIN), and binaural speech-auditory brainstem response (Speech-ABR) tests are the primary outcome measures. Persian randomized dichotic digits test (PRDDT), Persian pediatric competing word test (PPCWT), Persian pediatric competing sentences test (PPCST), and Persian version of the auditory processing disorder questionnaire (APDQ-P) were included as secondary outcome measures. The sample size in each intervention and control group was 15 people and the duration of training was 3 months.

Conclusion: Considering the importance of brainstem function in binaural hearing, it is recommended to investigate the effectiveness of the developed binaural interaction training program in improving hearing in background noise in children with specific learning disabilities.
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Introduction

The first center in the ascending auditory pathway, in which binaural interaction and crossing of auditory pathways occur, is the brainstem. The advantages of binaural hearing largely depend on proper interaction between acoustic entrants of the two ears at the brainstem level [1-3]. Considering the functions of binaural hearing, it is clear that a deficit in binaural processing will interfere with the performance of the auditory system in noisy environments, and with accurate sound localization. The consequences of this defect seem to be more severe in school children who are in the early school years [1, 4, 5].

Children suffering from specific learning disabilities are one of the prominent groups with a high rate of complaints regarding sound localization and speech comprehension in noise. The reported prevalence of auditory processing disorder in children with learning disorders is around 30%-50% or higher [6]. A recent study conducted in Iran revealed that 74.2% of children with learning disabilities are at risk of auditory processing disorder [7]. Binaural processing difficulties are among the important difficulties of auditory processing in these individuals [2, 5, 8-10].

Rehabilitation of auditory processing disorder is essential due to the negative effect of the disorder on educational results [11]. Neural plasticity is the basis of the rehabilitation of central auditory processing disorders [12]. In the past, plasticity mechanisms were attributed to high-level sensory processing areas, such as the cortex. However, the results of recent studies on animal models as well as human studies using electrophysiological tools have provided considerable evidence on cellular and behavioral mechanisms of learning followed by repetitive experience or disease in the brainstem [13-17]. With a better understanding, it is recommended that auditory training programs should have a process-specific approach for individuals suffering from auditory processing disorders [5, 18]. Intervention in the central auditory processing disorder should arise from the nature of the hearing impairment that the individual suffers from, and how that defect is related to functional issues and behavioral consequences [19].

A review of scientific literature in the field of rehabilitation of central processing disorders in children with specific learning disabilities does not show a focused approach based on brainstem function to improve related abnormalities. Moreover, some limitations exist in studies including auditory training programs for people with learning disorders, such as not homogenizing the population in terms of impairment-related behavioral complaints. Through this study, a home-based auditory training program is created that is based on binaural interaction at the brainstem level and its effect on children with specific learning disabilities who struggle with speech comprehension in noisy environments is assessed.

What is “already known” in this topic:

Research in the area of auditory training for individuals with learning disabilities primarily involves formal methods like Earobics and Fastforword. There are conflicting results on the effectiveness of these methods that address different auditory and language processing skills at the same time. In another approach, deficient auditory processes are targeted in auditory training programs. This specialization is expected to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the training plan. In this regard, appropriate auditory training programs have been devised for learning disabled children and applied to the main processes involved in central auditory processing, such as dichotic, temporal, and spatial processing. However, the binaural interaction defect at the brainstem level has not been targeted by any auditory training program.

What this article adds:

A focused approach based on brainstem function to improve related abnormalities is lacking in the remediation of central processing disorders in children with specific learning disabilities. Moreover, some limitations exist in studies including auditory training programs for people with learning disorders, such as not homogenizing the population in terms of impairment-related behavioral complaints. Through this study, a home-based auditory training program is created that is based on binaural interaction at the brainstem level and its effect on children with specific learning disabilities who struggle with speech comprehension in noisy environments is assessed.
Many studies containing auditory training programs for individuals with learning disorders have some limitations, such as lack of homogeneity of the study population in terms of the type of auditory processing impairment and especially, behavioral complaints related to them, and also lack of control groups for comparing the results, the absence of electrophysiological monitoring of the effects of the rehabilitation program, and lack of evaluation of the consistency of the effectiveness of auditory training program [20, 21].

Considering all the above-mentioned, the current study was conducted to develop a home-based auditory training program based on binaural interaction at the brainstem level and evaluate its effect on children with a specific learning disability and difficulty with speech perception in noise. This program is designed based on changes in different components of auditory-behavioral tests for binaural interaction.

Materials and Methods

Design and registration

This study is a randomized clinical trial that examines the effectiveness of an auditory training program based on auditory brainstem function in children with a specific learning disability. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the study.

Study setting and participants

The target population is children with a specific learning disability in the age range of 7-12 years. The children are chosen with the convenience sampling method from centers related to the education of children with learning disorders in Isfahan City, Iran. After getting informed consent from their parents, these individuals are assessed for meeting inclusion criteria.

The Equation 1 is used to obtain an accurate sample size with a power of 80% and a type I error of 5% [22].

\[ n = \frac{(Z_{1-\alpha/2}^2 + Z_{1-\beta}^2)2(\delta_1^2 + \delta_2^2)}{(\mu_1 - \mu_2)^2} \]

Based on the results (Mean±SD) of some auditory processing tests before and after intervention in a similar study [23], the sample size is determined as 9 in each group. Considering the possibility of withdrawal of several under-study children, we estimated the sample size to be 15 in each group.

Inclusion criteria

The inclusion criteria were: Age 7-12 years, normal hearing threshold (≤20 dB HL) in frequencies between 250 Hz to 8 kHz, normal results in tympanometry and acoustic reflex tests, definitive diagnosis of specific learning disability by a psychologist based on DSM-5 criteria [24], right-handedness, a score of ≥90% in word recognition in silence, not undergoing music education and other rehabilitation programs, not having neurological and psychological disorders and not taking relevant medications, having a score result of <7 dB in the masking level differences (MLD) test [25], abnormality in the results of the Persian auditory recognition of words in noise (PARWIN) according to norms of Moradju et al. study [26], and normal condition of auditory memory based on the digit span task [27].

Exclusion criteria

The child’s non-cooperation during the research, the parents’ lack of interest in continuing to cooperate with the research, and becoming infected with diseases that interfere with the study’s goal at the time of the research.

Procedures

Initial assessments, including binaural Speech-ABR, Persian randomized dichotic digits test (PRDDT), Persian pediatric competing word test (PPCWT), and Persian pediatric competing sentences test (PPCST) are conducted for all individuals who meet the inclusion criteria. Also, the Persian version of the auditory processing disorder questionnaire (APDQ-P) is completed by the student’s parents or teacher. We should remember that the MLD and PARWIN tests, while being part of the inclusion criteria, are also considered as an initial assessment.

Then students are randomly divided into intervention and control groups. Students who meet the inclusion criteria and take tests on even days are in the intervention group, and students who take tests on odd days are in the control group.

Intervention

1. Binaural fusion (BF) includes the ability to fuse two frequency ranges of one band-pass filtered speech unit (word) to comprehend and report the whole word [1].

Relevant exercise: The bandwidth of the filter, method of presenting words (diotic or dichotic), and type of word (monosyllabic or two-syllabic) are among the vital components for creating exercises in this section [1].
example, if a certain word in the standard conditions of executing the test is passed through a low-pass filter with the range of 500-700 Hz and a high-pass filter with the range of 1900-2100 Hz, filters with a wider bandwidth are used in the first sessions in both high- and low-frequency ranges and the bandwidth of filters will become narrower gradually. The words are first presented to the ears dichotically, which is easier to comprehend, and then they are presented dichotically in the harder stages. In the first sessions, we use two-syllabic words that have more redundancy and in the final sessions, we use mono-syllabic words.

2- RASP includes the ability to combine time segments of verbal messages (sentences) presented alternately and sequentially between the two ears, and finally, comprehending one message [1].

Relevant exercise: In the RASP test, sentences comprising five to seven words are segmented into 300 ms parts that are alternately presented to both ears [1]. In creating exercises used in the rehabilitation program of the present study, these time segments lasted over 300 ms; therefore at the beginning of training, more information from each sentence is presented to each ear. For instance, the training starts with 500 ms segments. Logically, these time segments of sentence components get smaller over time, getting closer to 300 ms, and eventually reaching it. The other aspect considered in making exercises in this test is the use of sentences with easy-to-complicated approach, in the first sessions, we use two-syllabic words that have more redundancy and in the final sessions, we use mono-syllabic words.

The words and sentences used in the BF and RASP exercises were chosen from story books and the Persian elementary school book, all of which had content and texture of the language.

The designed exercises were evaluated for content validity by eight academic experts in the fields of speech therapy and audiology. Those experts were among faculty members of Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Iran University of Medical Sciences, Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, University of Social Welfare and Rehabilitation Sciences, and Isfahan University of Medical Sciences. A three-point scale table was provided to the academic experts and they were asked to rate each item with three choices of suitable, quite suitable, and unsuitable for the following items, the ability to strengthen binaural interaction skills at the level of the brainstem, the adequacy of the number of exercises per session, appropriateness of the total number of rehabilitation sessions, the correspondence between

4 and 5-sound lateralization tests based on interaural intensity difference (IID) and interaural time difference (ITD) cues include the ability to locate a sound source inside the head in various ITDs and IIDs.

Exercises relevant to tasks 4 and 5: White noise, passed through low-pass and high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 2000 Hz and intensity of 50 dB SL, is used as stimulus. These stimuli with different ITDs and IIDs are provided to the subject using headphones. Noise passed through low-pass filter is used in trials related to the use of ITD cues, and the noise passed through high-pass filter is used in trials related to the use of IID cues. In the final software, one image is visualized during this auditory task that is comprised of several sound sources placed at certain angles that correspond to the time and intensity cues. By hearing each cue, the subject points to the corresponding sound source (by clicking on it or marking the right spot) [29, 31]. For making trials in this test with an easy-to-complicated approach, in the first sessions, the child is asked to determine whether the sound is from the right or the left. In addition, larger ITD and IID values are used for each sound source in the initial sessions, and gradually decrease. In the beginning, the child searches for the right angle among fewer angles, while more angles are gradually simulated for them on the image from which they must choose.

It seems that due to the difficulties of this task, performing numerous practice trials accompanied by encouragement or increasing the intensity and duration of the signal compared to noise in the initial steps, can be crucial to get familiarize with the sound of the tone before final exercises [1, 30].

Relevant exercise: In making exercises based on this test, we consider several parameters to create an easy-to-complicated process. The first parameter is the type of noise. Amplitude-modulated (AM) noise is used in the initial sessions, which results in more release of masking than narrow-band noise [25, 28]. The next parameter is noise intensity level, which can be increased up to 70 dB sound pressure level (SPL) and it creates more release of masking. The intensity level of 60 dB SPL is used for the noise in standard conditions of executing the MLD test [1, 29]. The third consideration is to get the threshold at SnR0 state alone in several stages and then obtain MLD. It seems that due to the difficulties of this task, performing numerous practice trials accompanied by encouragement or increasing the intensity and duration of the signal compared to noise in the initial steps, can be crucial to get familiarize with the sound of the tone before final exercises [1, 30].

1, 3- Masking level differences (MLD): The ability to detect target signals in noise is evaluated in the MLD test based on the phase difference of the signals presented to the ears [1].

Relevant exercise: In making exercises based on this test, we consider several parameters to create an easy-to-complicated process. The first parameter is the type of noise. Amplitude-modulated (AM) noise is used in the initial sessions, which results in more release of masking than narrow-band noise [25, 28]. The next parameter is noise intensity level, which can be increased up to 70 dB sound pressure level (SPL) and it creates more release of masking. The intensity level of 60 dB SPL is used for the noise in standard conditions of executing the MLD test [1, 29]. The third consideration is to get the threshold at SnR0 state alone in several stages and then obtain MLD. It seems that due to the difficulties of this task, performing numerous practice trials accompanied by encouragement or increasing the intensity and duration of the signal compared to noise in the initial steps, can be crucial to get familiarize with the sound of the tone before final exercises [1, 30].
the explanation of an exercise and its proper execution, the suitability of speech content in binaural fusion and RASP exercises and stimuli employed for MLD, ITD, and interaural level difference (ILD) related exercises, and their progression from easy to difficult. Eventually, the required score for the content validity ratio and the content validity index was obtained and most of the experts confirmed the designed exercises.

**Time schedule of intervention**

The rehabilitation period lasts 12 weeks and is scheduled three times a week and every other day. The program has three levels of difficulty (easy, moderate, and hard). One month (four weeks) is allocated to each level. Each session includes all five tasks and five exercises are created for each task, which are executed twice. The subject must score 80% or higher on each task by the end of the session to access the next set of exercises [32]. Otherwise, they should repeat the exercises from the previous session. Exercises are presented randomly to avoid memorization. Figure 2 shows the intervention’s flowchart.

The designed rehabilitation exercises were available on DVD, and the method of performing the exercises were explained to the child’s parents to be performed at home.

Following the completion of every stage, the score sheet should be sent to the therapist. The next stage can only be started when the previous stage is completed.

After completing all treatment sessions, both intervention and control groups are re-assessed again as post-intervention.

Considering that follow-up helps to more precisely assess the benefit of structured auditory training, the consistency of the probable effects of rehabilitation were re-evaluated after 45 days.

**Primary outcome measures**

**MLD:** A narrow-band in-phase noise at the intensity level of 60 dB SPL is provided to both ears, and the student listens to the noise for 4-5 s. Then, a 500 Hz tonal signal with the intensity of 60 dB SPL is delivered in phase to both ears (S0N0). If the child raises his hand, first the signal intensity reduces in 10 dB steps, and in case of not responding, the signal increases in 5 dB steps. When close to the threshold, these decreasing and increasing steps were 2 and 1 dB, respectively. This process is repeated at least three times near the threshold to obtain a reliable result. This method was then repeated for SπN0 conditions. SπN0 conditions mean a state in which the phase difference of the signals in the two ears is 180°, while the phase difference between the noises of the two ears is 0°. MLD is defined and calculated as the threshold difference between in-phase conditions (S0N0) and out-of-phase (SπN0) conditions [1, 4].

**PARWIN:** PARWIN is comprised of 35 monosyllabic words in the presence of the multi-talker babble noise, in which the ratio of signal to noise decreases from +24 dB to 0 dB in 5 dB steps, and in each signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), five monosyllabic words are provided binaurally. Test items are presented binaurally present at 55 dB SL (sensation level; ref: Speech reception threshold). This test measures the required SNR for 50% word recognition (SNR 50%) [33, 34].

The Spearman-Kärber equation (Equation 2) is used to calculate SNR 50%.

\[ \text{SNR 50\%} = i + 1/2(d) - (d)(\#\text{correct})/(w) \]

Where \( i = +24 \) (the initial presentation level), \( d = 4 \) (the decrement step size), \( w = 5 \) (the number of words per decrement), and the term “correct” represents the number of words repeated accurately [35].

**Speech-ABR:** The 40 ms standard syllable /da/ is used as a stimulus to record Speech-ABR potential. /da/ stimulant includes an initial noise burst in the first 10 ms followed by a formant transition from consonant /d/ to vowel /a/ that is delivered by an insert phone and alternating polarity with the intensity of 80 dB SPL.

Responses are collected using 1024 digital sampling points in an 85.33 ms time window. Considering that response recording in the current study is binaural, thus electrode placement are in the form of two channels [36, 37]. Various Speech-ABR peaks (V-A-C-D-E-F-O) are identified in the last recorded traces. The analysis will include all peaks’ latency and amplitude, as well as V A1 slope (VA amplitude/VA duration) [38, 39].

**Secondary outcome measures**

We will also use some dichotic tests, including PRD-DT, PPCST, and PPCWT to check the probable effect of the cortical areas on the study results or the possible effect of rehabilitation on the dichotic test results. Also, some behaviors related to auditory processing, attention, and...
and language are evaluated using APDQ-P. These tests are done before and after rehabilitation.

PRDDT: PRDDT is among dichotic tests to evaluate central auditory processing. It is comprised of three groups of one, two, and three-pair digits. This test has several practice items and 54 trial items. The test is performed under free recall and at the intensity level of 70 dB HL [40]. In each list of this test, 108(100%) raw score is considered for each ear. Finally, the raw scores of the test are replaced by the correct percentage [33].

PPCWT: PPCWT is built according to screening test for auditory processing disorders in children (SCAN-C) competing words subtest and measures children's dichotic hearing for monosyllabic words in a divided

Figure 1. Flowchart of the study

Abbreviations: MLD: Masking level differences; PARWIN: Persian auditory recognition of words in noise; ABR: Auditory brainstem response; PRDDT: Persian randomized dichotic digits test, PPCW: Persian pediatric competing word; PPCST: Persian pediatric competing sentences test; APDQ: Auditory processing disorder questionnaire.
**Figure 2. Flowchart of the intervention**

Intervention:
Binaural interaction training
Duration: 3 months (36 sessions)

- **MLD**
  - Session 1:
    - Stimulus: Tone=500 Hz, Noise=AM, SNR=+20 dB
    - Just SxN0 mode
    - Response: Detection of tone
    - Yes: Score above 80%
    - No: Score above 80%

- **RASP**
  - Session 1:
    - Stimulus: A sentence consisting of 7 words
    - Speech segments: 500ms
    - Response: Choose between two images
    - Yes: Score above 80%
    - No: Score above 80%

- **BF**
  - Session 1:
    - Stimulus: Bandwidth filtering=400Hz
    - Presentation mode: dichotic
    - Two-syllabic words
    - Response: Choose between two images
    - Yes: Score above 80%
    - No: Score above 80%

- **ITD**
  - Session 1:
    - Stimulus: Low-pass noise
    - Duration:500ms
    - ITD=-880µs
    - Response: Choose among three speakers
    - Yes: Score above 80%

- **ILD**
  - Session 1:
    - Stimulus: High-pass noise
    - Duration:1000ms
    - ILD=+10dB
    - Response: Choose among three speakers
  - Session 2:
    - Stimulus: Tone=500 Hz, Noise=AM, SNR=+15 dB
    - Just SxN0 mode
    - Response: Detection of number of tones
    - Yes: Score above 80%

- **Session 36**
  - Stimulus: Tone=500 Hz
  - Noise= NBN
  - SNR=0 dB
  - SxN0 mode and S0N0 mode
  - Response: Detection of number of tones
  - Yes: Score above 80%

**Post-intervention assessments**

**Follow-up**
45 days after intervention

and directed attention manner. This test comprises four practice items and 30 trial items [34, 41]. The speech test materials are presented at 50 dB SL (sensation level; ref: Speech reception threshold) and the test is conducted under the conditions of pre-cued directed attention. PPCWT has a complete raw score of 30 for each ear and a total of 60, with one score assigned to each word. The final score is reported as the percentage of correct answer words [33, 34].

PPCST: PPCST is built according to SCAN-C competing sentences subtest, in which two short unrelated sentences are simultaneously provided to the child’s right and left ears. This test specifically measures binaural separation ability in dichotic listening. The test materials are presented to the ears of the children at 35 SL for the targeted ear and 50 dB SL for the non-targeted ear (sensation level; ref: Speech reception threshold). The test comprises 20 sentence pairs, with the initial 10 for the right ear scoring and the subsequent 10 for the left ear. The percentage of accurately answered sentences is reported for each ear [34, 42].

APDQ-P: APDQ-P was first designed by Brain O’Hara in 2006. The APDQ is the only questionnaire for APD screening that has been translated into Persian and has achieved validity and reliability [7, 43]. In addition to auditory processing skills, other skills, such as language and some aspects of attention in individuals aged 7-17 years are evaluated by this questionnaire. It has 52 items that are answered by the child’s parents or teacher [6, 7]. The questionnaire consists of 4 subscales, auditory processing (31 items), attention control (10 items), language (11 items), and targeted auditory processing (18 items). Each subset’s items can be scored 4 (always), 3 (often), 1 (sometimes), and 0 (rarely) [44]. The score of the questionnaire is calculated from the Equation 3 [7]:

\[
\text{Questionnaire score} = \frac{\text{Total number of each subscale} \times 4 \times 100}{\text{Scores of each subscale} + 100}
\]

Data analysis

In descriptive statistics, tables and figures are used to present the data, central tendency, and dispersion indices. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is employed to assess the normal distribution of data. If the distribution of data is normal, for statistical analysis and comparing the results of before and after rehabilitation in each group, and comparing the results between the two groups, paired t-test, independent t-test, and analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) test are performed. In addition, suitable correlation tests and regression analysis are used to assess the tendency of the relationship between the variables. Data is analyzed using the SPSS software, version 22.

Discussion

One of the critical populations with a high rate of complaints regarding speech comprehension in noise and sound localization is students suffering from special learning disabilities [2]. Since speech comprehension in noise and sound localization are the results of normal binaural processing, improving such aspects of auditory processing can facilitate learning for these children at school [10, 45]. Direct training of skills is one of the crucial approaches to the rehabilitation of central auditory processing disorders. In this approach, it is directly focused on strengthening some special skills involved in central auditory activities [45]. Relying on this approach, this study will try to design exercises based on the auditory brainstem function and to improve the auditory behaviors related to the brainstem. This specialization will probably result in a more efficient treatment program. Studies in the field of auditory training in individuals suffering from learning disabilities mainly consist of formal auditory training methods, such as Earobics and fast forward. These methods simultaneously address various skills of auditory and language processing, and do not focus on a specific aspect of listening skills [2, 3, 9, 10, 23, 46]. However, some studies have evaluated the efficacy of auditory training programs based on some auditory processing skills in children with a learning disorder. For example, in a study, Mahdavi et al specifically designed a temporal dichotic auditory training program and reported its effectiveness in improving speech recognition in children with learning disabilities. The consistency of auditory training results was not investigated in this study [33]. In another study, Mahdavi et al designed a dichotic interaural time difference training program and reported its positive effects on the components of dichotic tests [42]. Although a control group was not used and the consistency of training effects was not explored.

In this research, due to the use of speech materials, such as sentences and words in some exercises to evoke high-level cognitive demands (auditory working memory and attention), and also comprehend tone in the presence of noise in some other exercises, the brainstem that is part of an integrated network including afferent and efferent processes [47] will implicitly be considered. In the case of repeated encounters, not only higher levels are forced to use inputs from lower levels but also affect the way by which lower levels encode the input stimuli in a context-dependent manner [47]. According to the above, it is not yet understood to what extent plasticity in the subcortical
area is directly affected by the cortex or the other way around, how it affects it. It seems that in the execution of various rehabilitation programs related to binaural processing in the entire pathway of the auditory system, studying the correlation between the results of hearing tests related to the brainstem and dichotic listening tests that evaluate the higher centers in the auditory system can help in clarifying this subject.

Conclusion

The auditory brainstem has shown considerable evidence of neuroplasticity following repeated experiences. Thus, focused auditory training of brainstem-based binaural auditory pathways is anticipated to enhance binaural hearing abilities. We will pursue this for children with learning disabilities, the largest classification among students receiving special education services, by designing an auditory training program tailored to their binaural auditory processing disorder. It is critical to consider the potential effects of the associated neural pathways when assessing the effectiveness of any rehabilitation program that focuses on a particular area.
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پروتکل تحقیق

اثرات یک برنامه تربیت شنوایی مبتنی بر رایانه‌ی خانگی بر مهارت‌های شنوایی دوگوشی کودکان مبتلا به ناتوانی یادگیری خاص: پروتکل برای یک کارآزمایی بالینی تصادفی

پژوهشگر این مقاله ۱) تبریزی رهبر ۲) محسن احمدی ۳) محمد معرف و ندا ۴) گروه شنوایی سالم، دانشگاه علوم پزشکی ایران، تهران، ایران

چکیده

مقدمه

شیوع بالایی از اختلالات پردازش شنوایی مرکزی در کودکان مبتلا به ناتوانی یادگیری خاص گزارش شده است. یکی از مهم‌ترین اختلالات پردازش شنوایی در این کودکان، مشکلات پردازش دو گوشی است. شنوایی دو گوشی منجر به بهبود عملکرد شنیدن در موقعیت های نویزی می‌شود. در پژوهش‌های گزارشی، علت نارسایی در پردازش شنیده شده در کودکان مبتلا به اختلال پردازش شنوایی، در نقاط مختلف از مخ را تشکیل می‌دهند. به‌دنبال این نکته، در این مطالعه به پیشنهاد یک برنامه تربیت شنوایی مبتنی بر تعامل دوگوشی در سطح ساقه مغز، پرداخته شده است.

مطالعه‌ای اجرایی در ۱۵ نفر از کودکان مبتلا به اختلال یادگیری خاص، در دو گروه کنترل و آزمایش انجام شد. گروه آزمایش با استفاده از برنامه تربیت شنوایی مبتنی بر تعامل دو گوشی در سطح ساقه مغز در سه ماه بهبودی و مدت زمان تعیین شده بر روی کودکان قرار گرفت. این برنامه شامل اجرای پاسخ‌های اصلی بین‌نارنجی (PARWIN)، پاسخ‌های بین‌نارنجی بین‌نارنجی (MLD)، و پاسخ‌های بین‌نارنجی بین‌نارنجی سطح ساقه مغز (PPCST) بود. نتایج نشان داد که این برنامه در بهبود مهارت شنوایی دو گوشی کودکان مبتلا به اختلال پردازش شنوایی فعالیت می‌کند.
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